This paper describes and explores applications of several new methods for explaining unexpected behavior in Monte Carlo simulations: (1) the use of fuzzy logic to represent the extent to which a program behaves as expected, (2) the analysis of variable value density distributions, and (3) the geometric treatment of predicate lists as vectors when comparing simulation runs with normal and unexpected outputs. These methods build on previous attempts to localize faults in computer programs. They address weaknesses of existing techniques in cases where programs contain real-valued random variables. The new methods were able to locate a source of error in a Monte Carlo simulation and find faults in benchmarks used by the fault localization community.
INTRODUCTION
Simulations and computational models have become a common tool for subject matter experts (SMEs) in a variety of disciplines. Predictions based on simulation outcomes have entered the mainstream of critical public policy and research decision-making practices, often affecting millions of people and billions of dollars. Unfortunately SMEs can struggle for decades with the resolution of unexpected simulation outcomes. Their methods are generally manual and do not scale. Ideally, SMEs would have a tool that accepts the simulation's source code, a series of inputs, and a specification of the expected behavior for each input. The tool would return a list of the program statements most relevant to the unexpected behavior.
Prior work in automatically localizing sources of unexpected outcomes in software, not necessarily simulations, has focused on fault localization. Fault localization is the process of narrowing or guiding the search through source code to help an SME find statements containing faults that cause software failures. Because we are building on work from the fault localization community, we will adopt their vocabulary and use the term fault to stand for any source of unexpected simulation behavior, including conceptual errors, logical errors or correct statements that simply lead to unexpected but correct outcomes.
Existing fault localization techniques identify failures by noting outputs that deviate from correct behavior. They identify suspicious source code by associating program statements (Jones and Harrold 2005) , variable states (Huang et al. 2007 ), or predicates (Liblit 2004 ) with these failures. They often depend on repeatable behavior (Cleve and Zeller 2005 , Jeffrey et al. 2008 , Jeffrey et al. 2009 ), assuming that programs are deterministic. Further, they tend to focus on integral rather than floating-point data types (Nainar et al. 2010 , Liblit 2004 , Arumuga Nainar et al. 2007 , Liblit et al. 2003 , Liblit et al. 2005 , Zhang et al. 2006b ). Programs with real-valued random variables are common in simulation, but may cause existing techniques to fail.
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Simulationists rarely know exactly what behavior is correct; if they did, simulations would be unnecessary. Even if a modeler can contrive cases with analytical solutions, the outputs of Monte Carlo methods include some random amount of noise. Even given an oracle for a problem, a fault localization method that runs programs repeatedly looking for failures might conclude that a correct Monte Carlo program fails every time, due to small differences between its output and the oracle's. In Section 3 we introduce a fuzzy pass/fail distinction that addresses this issue.
In addition to perturbing the output of a simulation, random variables add noise to the intermediate variable states that fault localization techniques may record. If samples of a random variable rarely repeat, no one variable state will appear suspicious as each will be associated with only one or a handful of failures. In Section 4, we discuss how constructing density distributions of variable states may avoid this issue and help identify suspicious trends.
Section 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of these techniques by applying them to a faulty Monte Carlo simulation of the Ising model. Section 6 generalizes state density distributions to vectors of predicates and evaluates their performance on a traditional fault localization benchmark. Section 7 suggests how this performance might be improved, outlining some possible future studies.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we present a summary of existing fault localization techniques, especially those that we are extending.
Statistical Debugging
Our approach to identifying the causes of unexpected behaviors in simulations is a statistical debugging technique. Statistical debugging techniques use data collected during executions of passing and failing tests to estimate the likelihood that statements contain faults. The TARANTULA technique (Jones and Harrold 2005) counts the passing and failing tests that execute each statement and identifies suspicious statements from this data. Other techniques, such as Cooperative Bug Isolation (CBI) (Liblit 2004) , take a predicate-based approach to statistical debugging. CBI uses a set of conditional propositions, or predicates, tested at particular program points. The predicates are given an importance score based on how frequently they are true for specified inputs. A single predicate partitions the space of all inputs into two subspaces: those satisfying the predicate and those not. Selection and treatment of predicates distinguishes a number of other statistical debugging methods, such as HOLMES (Chilimbi et al. 2009 ), Adaptive Bug Isolation (Nainar et al. 2010) , and SOBER (Liu et al. 2005 ).
Other Methods
Some fault localization techniques examine limited slices of the source code. A slice is a subset of the program statements. Various heuristics can identify slices of statements that are likely to contain faults. Static slicing gathers all statements that could possibly contribute to failing outputs (Tip 1994 , Ayewah et al. 2008 . Dynamic slicing picks out the statements that are observed to influence failing outputs in test executions (Agrawal and Horgan 1990 , Korel and Laski 1988 , Zhang et al. 2006b ).
Other approaches attempt to induce correct behavior in faulty programs by either automatically repairing the source code (He and Gupta 2004, Weimer et al. 2010) or changing variable states during program execution (Zhang, Gupta, and Gupta 2006a) . These techniques are difficult to apply, however, to simulations with random variables and no clear specification of correct output. Automatic repair requires either formal specifications or a training set of tests encoding correct behavior. Deciding what variable states to change during execution is difficult when variable states are randomized and specific tests are not guaranteed to pass or fail.
When the expected behavior of a simulation includes some random variance or is not precisely known, there may be no clear way to partition outputs into passing and failing sets. We suggest using fuzzy passing and failing sets that allow outputs to have an extent of membership in each. This has a theoretical advantage over binary passing and failing, discussed in 3.2. We will apply this method to a faulty simulation in Section 5.
Formal Definition
We assume that the output of a program is (or can easily be transformed to) some ordered set of real numbers. This is typical of physical simulations. We calculate the passing extent, u, of some output list, X, as follows:
W is an ordered set of weights to focus attention on particular parts of the output. The functions f i encode information about the expected behavior and the tolerance for deviation from that behavior. The failing extent is 1 − u. A simple example to consider is the case where the program outputs a single real number, x, that is expected to bex. An appropriate f might be a bell curve centered onx: exp(−(x −x) 2 /a 2 ), where a is some parameter providing tolerance for deviation.
This method is a generalization of ordinary pass/fail detection (Jones and Harrold 2005, Liblit 2004 ). If program outputs are mapped to single real numbers, correct outputs form the set X c , and f (x) = δ x (X c ), then the method will reproduce the behavior of existing techniques, partitioning program runs into a passing set with u = 1 and a failing set with u = 0.
Theoretical Advantage
We have shown how the fuzzy pass/fail scheme allows replication of ordinary pass/fail detection, performing at least as well as existing methods for any application. Here we demonstrate how fuzzy passing can improve on existing methods.
Consider a program in which execution may or may not encounter a fault. Given an output, x, there is probability P[B|x] that x resulted from a faulty execution and probability 1 − P[B|x] that only correct behavior contributed to x. Now consider some predicate, p, indicating something about a program state during the execution that produced x. A quantity we might be interested in is the probability that p was true of a faulty execution: P[B|p]. This figures prominently in the predicate importance score used by Liblit (2004) . With ordinary passing and failing, our best guess at this probability is
where F(p) is the number of failed cases where p was true and S(p) the number of passed cases. In the fuzzy formalism, we substitute the sum of fail extents for F(p) and the sum of pass extents for S(p). The denominator of (1) is still the number of runs where p was true and P[B|p] becomes the average fail extent of the test cases.
If the fail extent of every output x equals P[B|x] and the representation of output x in the results of test cases is considered to be its probability, the estimate of P[B|p] becomes exact. Choosing a good function for the fail extent of x is a nontrivial problem, but the fuzzy formalism allows a choice that can outperform ordinary passing and failing when P[B|x] / ∈ {0, 1}. While fuzzy passing doesn't guarantee improvements, it makes them possible with no significant extra computation.
VARIABLE STATE DENSITIES
Here we assume that the states taken on by a real-valued variable at a particular point in a program are randomly distributed according to some probability density function. A finite test suite will produce many sample values of this variable. Each such sample will have occurred in a passing or failing test case (or, using the method of Section 3, the sample will be associated with a pass extent). We call these variable state samples varticles (variable particles). We call the associated appearance of the variable in the program code a varsite (variable site). A varticle has a location (the value of the variable when sampled), a passing mass (the pass extent of the associated test), and a failing mass (one minus the passing mass).
Given many varticles, we're interested in determining the density of passing or failing variable states in different locations. Physicists have solved a similar problem when representing fluids with discrete samples in a simulation technique known as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Gingold and Monaghan 1977) . In Section 4.1, we apply concepts from SPH to determine local densities of variable states.
Given density distributions of passing and failing states for each varsite, we would like to determine which varsites are suspicious. In Section 4.2 we suggest a method of comparing passing and failing distributions of states to produce suspiciousness scores.
Construction of Densities
To determine how densely varticles cluster around different locations, we mimic the density calculation used in SPH (Gingold and Monaghan 1977) . SPH uses a smoothing kernel, W , with compact support, to spread out the mass of a single particle. An operation similar to convolution estimates the density, ρ, at a point, r, by summing over the masses, m i , of surrounding particles, weighted by the smoothing kernel evaluated at the distance of each particle from r:
Our method replaces the particles with varticles. Recall that a varticle's mass is equal to the pass or fail extent of its associated program execution. For each varsite, our method creates two density distributions: a passed distribution, ρ p , and a failed distribution ρ f . These distributions are functions of the varsite's variable's value.
Typical functions used for W are Gaussian bell curves or similarly shaped polynomial splines. In practice, W s typically have some range beyond which they are zero. A smoothing length, h, determines this range. This length may vary by location, becoming very short in regions where particles are close together and very long in regions where particles are far apart. One heuristic for determining h is to ensure that some constant number of particles are always within a sphere of radius 2h centered at r (Faber, Lombardi, and Rasio 2003) . In a one-dimensional universe, such as the one that varticles of one varsite inhabit, this heuristic is straightforward to enforce if the list of varticles is sorted by location.
To have predictable running times, we propose evaluating density at only the locations of varticles and assuming linear interpolation between them. Enforcing the heuristic that n varticles are always within range of the smoothing kernel, the total time required to compute the density distribution of N varticles is O (N log N + nN) .
Comparison of Density Distributions
The pass and fail density distributions, ρ p and ρ f , for a varsite will be positive, square-integrable functions. There exists, then, a natural way to rate their similarity on a scale from zero to one: the inner product.
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The inner product as stated above is not guaranteed to be in the unit interval, but, if the two functions, ψ and φ , are normalized such that ψ, ψ = φ , φ = 1, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality enforces | ψ, φ | ≤ 1. We can therefore rate the suspiciousness, S, of a particular varsite on a scale from zero to one as follows:
The intuition behind this equation is that varsites with similar distributions of states in passing and failing tests are probably not related to faults, while varsites with different distributions are. A similar intuition motivates the SOBER method of ranking predicates based on differences in their evaluation patterns in passing and failing tests (Liu et al. 2005) .
In Section 4.1, we suggested that the density functions should be evaluated at the locations of the varticles only, with linear interpolation between. For such functions, the integrals of products are straightforward to compute. They are simple if the discontinuities in the piecewise linear functions' derivatives are in the same places. This is true for ρ p and ρ f because the varticle locations are the same (only the masses are different). S is therefore a sum over definite integrals of products of linear functions. Such integrals have analytical solutions from elementary calculus.
A CASE STUDY
Here we present the results of analyzing state density distributions of varsites in a Monte Carlo simulation of the thoroughly studied (Brush 1967) 2-dimensional Ising model. Our implementation represents the spin lattice as a 2-dimensional array of integers, each valued at positive or negative one. The program makes randomly proposed changes to these spins, using a Metropolis algorithm to enforce the Boltzmann distribution (Metropolis et al. 1953 ). We assumed no external magnetic field. Pseudo-code for the simulation is given below: Kamensky, Gore, and Reynolds
if i ≥ t (the first t sweeps are for thermalization)
Experiment
We took the output of the simulation to be the final value of magnetization -the absolute value of the lattice's total spin per unit volume -averaged over configurations generated by the Metropolis algorithm. This should approximate the analytical solution, given by Onsager (1944) . For some temperature ranges, the lattice will magnetize spontaneously in a randomly-chosen direction. We injected the following fault, based on a mistake in our initial implementation: the absolute value of each sweep's magnetization was not taken while summing magnetizations to compute the average (line 18 of the pseudo-code). Over many sweeps, one would expect the faulty behavior to always result in zero magnetization (the algorithm would thoroughly sample states magnetized in positive and negative directions). Over fewer sweeps, though, the magnetization will often be close to plus or minus the analytical solution. The reason for this is that both the positive and negative magnetizations are surrounded by relatively probable configurations. If the random walk of the Metropolis algorithm wanders toward one direction of magnetization, it has a low probability of moving to the other within a small number of moves. The result is an Ising model that produces correct behavior at times and faulty behavior at others. Next, we apply variable state densities and fuzzy pass extents to this case study to isolate the unexpected behavior.
We first instrumented the Ising model to write variable states to a log file during execution. We then ran the instrumented simulation several times and processed the log file into varsites and varticles. For each varsite, we generated ρ p and ρ f and computed S. We used a tent function for the smoothing kernel, W . This violates the condition from SPH that W be differentiable, but we are not computing the gradients of any quantities and thus never need the derivative of W . To determine the masses of varticles, we used a Gaussian fuzzy pass extent function, centered on the analytical solution for magnetization.
Results
The top few most suspicious varsites were related to the final calculation and output of the magnetization. They computed and wrote faulty outputs in failed cases and correct outputs in passing cases. They were, predictably, flagged as suspicious for this behavior. A programmer would likely realize this and ignore those statements. The next most suspicious varsite was the faulty varsite. The variable currentMagnetization (in line 18 of the pseudo-code) should be enclosed in an absolute value function, as shown. It's normalized passing and failing densities are shown in Figure 1 . These two density functions are clearly different, an observation quantitatively captured by their low inner product (and thus high suspiciousness). Compare with the similar distributions in Figure 2 of a varsite (energy in line 16 of the pseudo-code) that was unrelated to the faulty behavior and not flagged as suspicious. This example illustrates how the similarities and differences between ρ f and ρ p for different varsites can indicate what varsites are suspicious. In Section 6.2 we further support this intuition by testing a discretization of this approach on a traditional fault localization benchmark. The graphs of ρ p and ρ f may also be helpful debugging information, as they point toward the nature of the error. Noting that the accumulation of currentMagnetization is associated with unexpected behaviors provides a lead, but the exact error becomes obvious when the density distribution shows that negative values are causing failures and positive values are passing.
PREDICATE VECTORS
In this section, we work with arbitrary vector spaces in place of the Hilbert space of density functions. This is a generalization that allows us to test the use of inner products of varticle distributions in cases where the assumption of a continuous density distribution is invalid. Note that the density at some point x is essentially the number of states with location y satisfying the predicate y ∈ [x, x + dx]. The predicate vector approach replaces these infinitesimal bins with some set of arbitrary predicates. A given ordered set of predicates has a passing vector and a failing vector, describing the distribution of passing and failing variable states across the predicates. Defining an inner product for these vectors gives a new method of assigning suspiciousness to the collection of predicates. We define this notion precisely in Section 6.1, then apply a specific formulation of it to benchmarks in Section 6.2.
Formal Definition
For any ordered set of predicates, there exist two predicate vectors of the same dimensionality: a passing and a failing vector. Component i of the passing vector is the number of variable states occurring in passing tests that satisfy predicate i. The failing vector is defined analogously, but components tally states occurring in failing tests.
The suspiciousness of a collection of predicates is one minus the inner product of its normalized passing and failing vectors. All components of the passing and failing vectors are non-negative, so this product is guaranteed to be in [0, 1] . Using the dot product, u i v i (summation implied), as an inner product is one option. A slightly more general option is to weight predicates with a matrix, A i j , of real, positive values such that the inner product is u i A i j v j .
Testing With the Siemens Benchmark Suite
In this section, we use the Siemens Benchmark Suite to test the fault-finding power of the inner product. We compare its rankings of statements with those produced by a variant of Liblit's importance score (Liblit 2004) :
We modified Liblit's formula slightly to use the data in the predicate vectors. In our tests, F(p) and S(p) counted all true evaluations of p in failed and successful runs rather than just the numbers of failed and successful runs in which p was ever true. To ensure that the score remained in [0, 1], we set NumF (originally the number of failed runs) to the largest number of times any predicate occurred in failing test cases. To get the importance score for a varsite, we took the maximum importance score of any predicate associated with the varsite.
TCAS
First, we tested our method on the benchmark suite's faulty versions of the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) application. For each version of TCAS, we defined a set of predicates (and thus a passing and a failing predicate vector) for each varsite. The predicate list for a given varsite contained the elastic predicates suggested by Gore et al. (2011) . We set the elements of the weight matrix, A i j , to δ i j . We display the results of the method following the conventions of Jones and Harrold (2005) ; we show the percent of faults revealed as a function of the percent of code that must be examined. We consider a fault to be revealed when a varsite collinear to the fault is encountered in a ranked list of varsites. We define Kamensky, Gore, and Reynolds the "percent of code that must be examined" as the fraction of the varsite list traversed to reveal the fault. We removed the versions of TCAS with faults in declarations of constants because such faulty statements do not vary in behavior between passing and failing test cases. This makes them undetectable when using inner products of predicate vectors.
Figure 3: Results of using inner products of predicate vectors to rank statements, compared with importance scoring, for the TCAS benchmark.
The inner product displays some fault-finding capability, as shown in Figure 3 , where it is compared with Liblit's importance score. Inner product suspiciousness consistently beats the diagonal line representing random examination of statements but is outperformed in most places by importance scoring. The results show that inner product suspiciousness ranking is especially deficient at getting the fault itself into the top few varsites. We hypothesize that the first few varsites flagged by inner product suspiciousness are likely to be false positives related to the fault -like the highly-ranked output statements in the Ising model (see Section 5). Such related statements may not be complete red herrings. They can provide insight into the nature and effects of a fault, especially if the distribution of varticles is retained and presented, as in Figures 1 and 2. 
Stochastic TCAS
We repeated the test described in Section 6.2.1 on a modified stochastic version of the benchmark that injects random noise into certain variables. This version of the benchmark was created and first used by Gore et al. (2011) to represent exploratory simulations. The results of inner product suspiciousness and importance scoring are shown in Figure 4 . The inner product approach performs better relative to importance, matching or surpassing it over much of the plot, but still falls short of importance for the first few lines of code examined.
DISCUSSION
We observed in Section 5 how the inner product varsite ranking can put false positives at the top of the list. We hypothesized that this leads to the inner product ranking's poor fault-finding performance when only the first few percent of varsites are examined.
A way to compensate for this weaknesses might be to rank varsites with hybrid metrics that combine inner product suspiciousness with other heuristics. Requiring a high score from a second method, for instance, might eliminate the false positives from the inner product. Liblit (2004) used this approach to derive his importance score: notice that (2) is a harmonic mean of two quantities. Liblit argues that, while each of those quantities can find some faults alone, their combination is stronger because it selects predicates that are suspicious for multiple reasons.
Our initial experiments with such combinations have been inconclusive. Determining the most effective way to apply inner products of predicate vectors will require thorough exploration of variations, guided by testing with additional benchmarks and simulations.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced and evaluated three ideas. First was a fuzzy pass/fail distinction for testing non-deterministic simulations. Second was the use of densities of variable states as a diagnostic tool for exploring unexpected behavior in simulations with real-valued random variables. Third was the use of inner products of predicate vectors as a quantitative comparison of variable state distributions in passing and failing tests. Section 3.2 explained the theoretical advantage of fuzzy passing and the case study in Section 5 showed how the combination of fuzzy passing and variable state densities can help localize faults in Monte Carlo simulations. Section 6.2 demonstrated the effectiveness of predicate vector inner products as a statement ranking mechanism, especially for programs with random variables. Because predicate vectors and density distributions are closely related (see the introduction to Section 6), the successful testing of predicate vectors provides indirect support for using densities.
In addition to exploring the refinements to inner product rankings mentioned in Section 7, further work may consist of devising reliable ways to apply fuzzy passing to simulations with different types of outputs. Section 3.2 showed that there exist choices of a function for which fuzzy passing can improve some calculations, but did not provide a prescription for determining the function. Given some heuristics for choosing this function, we could go on to test fuzzy passing more thoroughly on standard benchmarks. We have also introduced but not yet explored several adjustable parameters, such as variable weights for outputs and components of predicate vectors.
